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Abstract

The FASTEN Knowledge Base acts as a centralized location that hosts the results of
ecosystem-wide analyses. Simply, it integrates all information about software pack-
ages including security vulnerabilities and stores expensive analyses (e.g. call graph
generation). In this report, we present the design and development of the FASTEN
Knowledge Base. Specifically, we describe the requirements, the architecture of the
Knowledge Base, implementation, and use cases. Moreover, we present the prelimi-
nary results of analyzing 3 ecosystems, namely, Maven, PyPi, and Debian. Regarding
the Maven ecosystem, we processed and analyzed 2.7M packages which created an
ecosystem-scale network of 3.4B callables and 41.9B edges. Also, we processed
33.5K PyPi and 2.1K Debian packages.
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1 Introduction

Software developers reuse code to reduce development time and maintenance costs.
The use of Open-Source Software (OSS) is considered a form of software reuse. OSS
libraries are hosted on popular centralized repositories such as Maven, PyPI, and
NPM. These software repositories have their own package manager, which resolves
required dependencies to build user programs. The co-evolving network of depen-
dencies and user programs is referred to a software ecosystem. In recent years, we
have witnessed several notable software ecosystem failures with severe implications
on user programs. For example, the leftpad incident1 caused a massive disruption in
millions of websites on the internet. Although software ecosystems ease code reuse,
they suffer from software security and incompatibility issues.

Motivated by the above discussion, the FASTEN project aims to make software
ecosystems more robust by making package management more intelligent. The cen-
tral idea of the FASTEN project is to create fine-grained call graphs (FGCG) for three
widely popular software ecosystems, i.e. Java, Python, and C. Thanks to FGCGs,
we are able to observe and analyze software ecosystem at a precedented level of
precision. To host the results of analyses in a centralized location, we designed and
implemented the FASTEN Knowledge Base (KB).

In this report, we present the FASTEN Knowledge Base, its requirements, architec-
ture, implementation, and several use cases. We also provide the preliminary results
of the analysis for the Maven, PyPi and Debian ecosystems from the FASTEN Knowl-
edge Base.

2 FASTEN Knowledge Base

In general, the FASTEN Knowledge Base is deemed as a centralized location that
hosts the results of ecosystem-wide analyses. Specifically, it has three roles: (1) Stor-
ing expensive analyses (e.g. call graph generation) (2) Integrating data from external
sources (e.g. security information) (3) Accepts user-provided input. The rest of this
section presents the requirements of the FASTEN KB, its architecture, implementation,
and use cases.

2.1 Requirements

The design of the FASTEN Knowledge Base is guided by the following requirements:

Data Integration: To support the FASTEN Knowledge Base, data are gathered from
various sources. For example, software packages, their metadata, and security
vulnerability data are accessible through APIs and our crawlers. Therefore, we
process gathered data and perform the analyses.

1https://qz.com/646467/how-one-programmer-broke-the-internet-by-deleting-a-tiny-piece-of-code/
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Tool integration: To analyze the gathered data, we need to be able to integrate off-
the-shelf tools into the FASTEN Knowledge Base. For instance, we employ the
OPAL framework as a back-end for our call graph generator component for Java.

Reactivity to updates: To be relevant and useful in practice, the FASTEN Knowledge
Base must be kept up-to-date concerning the latest state of its input data. As pri-
mary data sources are updated asynchronously, the FASTEN Knowledge Base
must follow and react to those updates, i.e., it triggers computations.

Queriable state: To effectively serve clients, the FASTEN Knowledge Base must main-
tain a queryable state for all artifacts it has processed. The queries it needs to
support involve returning metadata per item and calculating forward and reverse
reachability on very large graphs.

Scale: As of now, Maven hosts almost 6M artifacts2 and PyPI hosts 2.3M artifacts.3

The FASTEN Knowledge Base will ingest each of these artifacts and trigger a
cascade of computations such as (callgraph generation, metadata extraction,
etc.) to associate the software with various metadata items. This is impossible
to perform on a single machine and scalability needs to be a design rational from
the start. In turn, the FASTEN Knowledge Base must be resilient to the typical
suite of distributed systems failures.

2.2 Architecture

The architecture of the FASTEN Knowledge Base contains of five layers that are illus-
trated in Figure 1.

2.2.1 Layers

Input FASTEN revolutionizes dependency management by providing an integrated
solution of different traditional information sources. The integration includes soft-
ware repositories that host the actual released software (like Maven, PyPi, or
Debian Buster) as well as complementary information sources, such as vulnera-
bility data bases. We consider all these sources the input of FASTEN.

Processing The processing layer consists of service plug-ins that process the input.
Plugins in this layer might consume data from the input layer to add it to the
Knowledge Base (e.g., crawling the Maven index to find all Maven coordinates),
might consume/produce content from the storage layer (checkout a repository to
disk, or read a previous checkout to run an analysis), and communicate with other
plugins through Kafka topics, usually to indicate that the next step in the data
pipeline can be processed. The FASTEN plug-ins include, but are not limited to,

2Statistics for the (Maven) Central Repository
3PyPI statistics
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Figure 1: Architecture of the FASTEN Knowledge Base

call graph generation, Maven’s POM analysis, processing metadata of packages
and their call graph, cloning source code, and security vulnerability analyzer.

Storage Requesting the vast amount of information from external sources is expen-
sive and also performing the various FASTEN analyses takes time. We are
making use of various technologies in out storage layer to preserve static in-
formation or to store pre-computable results. The storage layer consists of a
relational database, a graph database, a specialized database for package de-
pendencies, and a shared file system. The relational database is called the
metadata database since it stores all the known information about packages and
the global call graph. The language-agnostic schema of the relational database
is shown in Figure 3 and a detailed description can be found in the project Wiki.4

While the same database could be used for Java, Python, and C, analyses do not
cross ecosystem boundaries, so we host separate instances for each language
to speed-up the performance. FASTEN uses global identifiers (GID) to uniquely

4https://github.com/fasten-project/fasten/wiki/Metadata-Database-Schema
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discriminate all entities in the database, like internal and external function calls.
We compress and store call graphs with GIDs in a graph database for fast in-
memory access. In addition, we utilize the file system for storing source code
repositories and the JSON-representation of call graphs.

Output A REST API makes the FASTEN knowledge base accessible to the outside.
The REST API contains three different types of endpoints: 1) basic access to
database entities and pre-computed meta-data 2) light-weight on-demand anal-
yses that 3) expensive analyses that are executed asynchronously. REST API
endpoints only access the storage layer and do not communicate directly with
Kafka topics in the processing layer. Please refer to the deliverable D2.4 (REST
API) for a more detailed description of the available endpoints and to deliverable
D2.2 (Analyzers) for more information about the available analyzers.

Asynchronous Analyses Some analyses are too expensive for a synchronous REST
API call, thousands of pending REST requests would impact the server perfor-
mance. FASTEN will solve this problem with a task API that allows an asyn-
chronous execution of analysis tasks. The task API is accessible via REST
and each expensive analysis will introduce a specific endpoint that can be used
to trigger the analysis. Using the task ID that is returned from such a trigger,
clients can poll the current state from the rest API. This state will inform about
the progress and -ultimately- contain the analysis results.

2.2.2 Dataflow

All the plug-ins of the processing layer are event-driven, meaning that plug-ins’ states
are never mutated directly or synchronously. Instead, the plug-ins’ state is persisted to
immutable storage (i.e. Apache Kafka) and is then consumed by one or more plug-ins
for further processing. For instance, an external data source (i.e. crawlers) emits a
new event, e.g. a new package, and then subsequent plug-ins analyze the package,
generate a call graph, and updates the metadata database. An overview of dataflow
between FASTEN plug-ins and analyzers are shown in Figure 2

The described dataflow forms a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) in which the nodes
represent computation primitives and the edges represent data movement operators.
Specifically, each node (i.e. a plug-in) can consume inputs from one or more edges.
Following the Unix design, plug-ins emit the results in two edges: (1) an output topic
where the results of successful operation are being written to. (2) an error topic that
stores the results of failed operations. Both topics contain a copy of the input record
as it greatly helps developers trace errors and debug. For the detail of the dataflow
between plug-ins, refer to deliverable 2.9.

The data flow is not sequential and can have forks (e.g., once POM Analyzer
finishes, both RepoCloner and CG Generator start working). We have provided an
Apache Flink based solution to synchronize these branches again and by providing a
merged output stream as a Kafka topic (e.g., the Job synchronization before the Code
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Quality Analyzer). As a result, analyzers do not need to keep track of the execution
order of multiple input topics, but can instead rely on a single synchronization job.

2.3 Analyzers

A backbone of the FASTEN project are novel static analyses that are more fine-grained
and more scalable than current state-of-the-art approaches. The FASTEN project
makes such analyses possible by establishing a central Knowledge Base, which hosts
method-level dependencies of all packages in the ecosystem, pre-computed analysis
results, and meta-data about the contents. The knowledge base is filled by execut-
ing an extensive data processing pipeline that orchestrates multiple smaller analyzers,
which all perform specialized analysis tasks. The FASTEN architecture supports the
three different analysis types: Pre-computation and light-weight/expensive on-demand
analyses. In this document, we will elaborate on the conceptual data-flow and execu-
tion of the different analysis types. For more information on implementation details of
individual analyzers, please refer to D2.2 (Analyzers).

Pre-computation Some analyzers are based on static information and produce de-
terministic results, for example, the calculation of the cyclomatic complexity of a class.
These analyses can therefore be pre-computed in the processing pipeline and then
only need to be accessed when required. For the computation, such analyzers need
to comply with the normal constraints for components in the processing layer: they
need to be packaged into a Docker container, so they can be deployed to the Kuber-
netes cluster. Synchronization with other processing steps is then achieved through
subscribing to/publishing on Kafka topics. Final results are stored in the storage layer,
typically in the dedicated metadata fields of the database. Most commonly, meta-data
is stored for callables, but analyzers can also store meta-data for all other entities (e.g.,
package versions or modules). The concrete analyzer decides on the best location to
store the meta-data. Please note that meta-data is mutable, so in case a particular
analyzer is improved in the future, the pre-computed information can be updated.

It is possible to implement such analyzers as a FASTEN Server plug-in, to simplify
the creation and life-cycle management, but it is also possible to create custom Docker
containers, for example, when the analysis is easier to perform in Python.

Users do not have direct access to the internal FASTEN database systems. The
central access point for users to query the FASTEN knowledge base is a REST API, as
elaborated in deliverable D2.4 (REST API). We provide dedicated endpoints to access
the meta-data for the various entities that are stored in the database. For example,
it is possible to request all meta-data that is available for a set of callables. A client
can then inspect the returned meta-data to check if one of the provided callables is
affected by a vulnerability.

Light-weight On-Demand Analyses Some analyses are context-specific and/or have
indeterministic results. For example, the dependency resolution for a particular pack-

FASTEN Grant agreement No 825328 10
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age is affected by new releases of other packages, which makes the result time-
dependent. As the analysis results would constantly change, a pre-computation is
generally not feasible in such a case. Instead, the analysis will be performed on-
demand, which is only possible through our efficient graph processing.

On-demand analyses can be triggered through the REST API. They are then ex-
ecuted synchronously in the output layer and are typically invoked by the REST API
controller that handles the request. These analyses do not communicate with the inter-
nal Kafka message queues anymore, but only consume information that is available in
the storage layer. The difference to pre-computed analyses is that such an invocation
is not just basic data access, but that an actual analysis is being performed. A common
pattern that we see for on-demand analyzers is that partial results are pre-computed
by a (static) analyzer in the processing layer. The pre-computed partial results are
then leveraged to speed up a second (on demand) analyzer, which then often only
has to perform lightweight analyses. As of now, all supported analyses are lightweight
aggregations of results that can be answered on the fly.

Expensive On-Demand Analyses Unfortunately, we anticipate the need of special-
ized ("fat") analyses that will take long and can neither be pre-computed nor sped-
up. When such an analysis cannot be performed on the client-side (e.g., many SQL
queries make direct access to the database necessary), the analyses need to be ex-
ecuted on FASTEN infrastructure. Many concurrent, but pending, REST API requests
would negatively affect the REST API performance and, therefore, have to be executed
asynchronously instead.

We plan to approach this problem by introducing a task API that treats the analysis
task as a separate REST resource. Each expensive analysis will introduce a new and
analysis-specific REST endpoint. Once this endpoint is called by a client, the controller
that processes the query will add the analysis details to a Kafka topic, initialize a task
object in the storage layer (in DB or on file system) that has a unique task ID, and
immediately return this task ID to the caller. The client can then use the task ID to poll
the current state of an analysis task through a generic endpoint in the task API.

We will host a dedicated analysis cluster, in which we deploy analysis workers that
know how to execute the various analyses. The concrete computation of a specific
analysis is triggered through the Kafka topic and all required information (e.g., call
graphs, meta-data, vulnerabilities, etc.) will be requested from the storage layer. Once
the computation is done, the worker will update the task object with the analysis results,
which makes them available to the waiting caller on the next poll.

Please note that the task API is not implemented yet, because we do not have an
active use case just yet. We strongly expect though that the task API will be needed as
soon as the FASTEN industry partners start integrating more extended real-world use
cases. Also note, that the task API builds the backbone of a future monetization con-
cept for FASTEN (customers pay for preferential treatment or for specialized, hosted
analyses). For more details on the monetization, please refer to the dedicated report
on the MVP that has been requested by the reviewers.

FASTEN Grant agreement No 825328 11
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2.4 Speed-up Strategies for On-Demand Analyses

The sheer amount of dependency-related data that is available on ecosystem level
makes real-world analyses expensive. Various operations will be frequently performed,
like a traversal of the dependency trees or a resolution of a concrete dependency
set. To speed-up such standard tasks and to make it possible to compute light-weight
analysis tasks on-the-fly, we have implemented various optimizations that allow us to
store caches and indices in memory.

Indexed call graphs Revision call graphs are represented using advanced compres-
sion techniques described in deliverable D2.8 (Specifications for the call graph storage
format—Final) and stored in a high-speed key-value store.

Dependency Resolution The first step to composing a call graph from its con-
stituents is to perform a dependency resolution of the client dependencies. In order to
do so, the FASTEN Knowledge Base maintains dependency descriptions in the meta-
data database and can interpret a very large number of dependency qualifiers. To sup-
port ecosystem-scale impact analysis, the FASTEN Knowledge Base supports reverse
dependency resolution (i.e. finding the transitive closure of packages that depend on
library A, version 1.2). To perform both types of dependency resolution interactively,
the dependency graph ("dep graph") and its inverse are precomputed. The graphs are
maintained in memory and queryable through the dependency resolver.

We represent the graphs in an optimized format [KGDP17]. In a nutshell, for each
version in the set of packages in an ecosystem, a node is instantiated, including the
version’s release timestamp. Then, each version’s dependency descriptor is inter-
preted using a package manager specific rule set; an edge is drawn between all
versions that satisfy the dependency descriptor. For ecosystems that enable more
elaborate forms of dependency set filtering, such as Maven, those become labels on
the edges, to be interpreted at query time. Finally, the inverse dependency graph is
constructed by inverting the direction of the arrows in the forward graph.

Using the described graph format, resolving either the dependency or an impact
set at a particular timestamp becomes a simple breadth-first search on the forward
or reverse dependency graph, respectively. Both operations can finish in a few mil-
liseconds even for very popular libraries; this enables the FASTEN Knowledge Base
to serve client queries instantaneously.

3 Preliminary Results

The architectural design of the FASTEN Knowledge Base has seen several iterations
in collaboration with the use case stakeholders, reaching its current well-defined state.
In the same period, the design has been implemented into software, which was sub-
sequently deployed for preliminary operation. Project partners are now beginning to

FASTEN Grant agreement No 825328 12
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Table 1: Analysis Results for the Three Target Ecosystems

Ecosystem Maven PyPi Debian
Packages 202K 33.5K 2.1K
Package versions 2.7M 286K 2.1K
Dependencies 15.6M N/A N/A
Modules 405M 10M 125.9K
Binary modules N/A1 N/A1 9.3K
Files 216M 10M 125.9K
Callables 3.4B 101M 1.9M
Edges 41.9B 181M 5.7M

1 Unlike C, Java and Python do not have binary
modules.

integrate the operational FASTEN Knowledge Base into their use cases. This section
reports on the progress of preliminary operation of the FASTEN Knowledge Base.

Forge Analysis To fill the FASTEN knowledge base with real-world data, we started
crawling the libraries.io dataset for Java, which contains around 2.7M Maven coor-
dinates. This dataset has been used to seed the data processing pipeline, similar
techniques have been used for C and Python.

Table 1 shows the results of analyzing the three ecosystems. Maven is the largest
ecosystem that we have analyzed and we have processed and analyzed 2.7M pack-
age versions so far, which resulted in 15.6M dependencies in the metadata database.
We have processed 405M Modules (in Java terminology classes) with their metadata,
found in 216M files. We detected 3.4B callables and 41.9B edges. Theses numbers
are remarkable and illustrate the scalability of the proposed architecture. Ultimately,
we plan to regenerate the whole FASTEN knowledge base one more time, to ensure
data consistency after several bug fixes. With all the optimizations in place, we expect
that the second full ingest will be quicker.

As shown in Table 1, the number of processed PyPi and Debian packages are
33.5K and 2.1K, respectively. It should be noted that the process of analyzing PyPi
and C packages has not been finished yet at the time of this writing. Concerning
Python and C call graphs, there are 101M and 1.9M callables in the metadata database
for Python and C, respectively. Also, there are 181M and 5.7M detected edges for
Python and C, respectively. Concerning dependencies for PyPi and Debian, there
is no dependency information for both ecosystems in the metadata database at the
time of this writing. To address this, the AUEB team is actively working to develop a
dependency resolver for both PyPi and Debian.

FASTEN Grant agreement No 825328 13
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State of Implementation To implement the FASTEN Knowledge Base, we had to
solve scientific challenges to make computation possible, technical ones that emerged
when running the novel algorithms at ecosystem scale, and personal ones that were
caused by the ongoing pandemic and health issues of project members. While we
managed to deliver a working release for M24, as planned, the original planning also
anticipated several use case implementations for M24, which would be implemented
on top of the FASTEN Knowledge Base. This turned out to be too optimistic though.
To provide the biggest value for FASTEN and to resolve blocked task dependencies for
project partners, TUD took over the responsibility for the REST API. TUD has chan-
neled the efforts into completing the REST API and to fix bugs in the data processing
that naturally emerge once a system starts to be used in practice. We are happy to re-
port that the system is working now, but it is not yet polished. We think that especially
the source code quality should be increased to improve long-term maintainability.

The leading partner of this work package, TUD, commits to continuously revise and
refine the various parts of the FASTEN Knowledge Base throughout the remainder of
the project. Starting from the now functional version, which can be integrated in actual
use cases, we will refine requirements and fix remaining issues, both functional and
performance, that will be uncovered by partners. In addition, we commit to improving
the internal quality of the implementation to bring it from the level of a demonstrator to
a level that is acceptable for industry-adaptation. To achieve this, TUD will rely on both
the tools and the expertise of the industry partners to inform this process.

4 Conclusion

In this report, we have presented the FASTEN Knowledge Base and its development
until M24. Specifically, we described the requirements, the different layers of the archi-
tecture and the data flow for processing and requests, the different types of analyzers,
and speed-up strategies that we have provided to make on-demand analyses possible.
We have also present the preliminary results of analyzing the three ecosystems and
an estimation of the current state of the implementation. To finalize the Knowledge
Base, the following main tasks remain:

• Finalizing the analysis and processing of the three ecosystems.

• Adressing remaining issues with dependency graphs and call graph stitching that
might arise for the use case holders.

• Refining the REST API endpoints over time.

• Integration of the Knowledge Base into the described use cases.

• Improving the code quality of the Knowledge Base implementation to reach an
acceptable level for industry-adaptation.

FASTEN Grant agreement No 825328 14
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